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This test bank includes six original multi-choice question series written in the stimulus style introduced in the 2017 AP World History test. Each set of stimuli contains a short primary or secondary source extract and 2-5 questions over the extract. The bank has a total of 20 questions. The questions cover
AP World History Period 4 (1450-1750) and are in line with the 2017 College Board curriculum framework and historical thinking skills. Note that they are NOT in line with the latest iteration of AP World History CED; However, I will continue to offer questions as some may still consider them relevant to the
course. The stimuli of the bank's questions include excerpts:*'History of Caravel', secondary source*'Guns, Germs and Steel', secondary source*'Jahanghirnama' (autobiography of Mughal Emperor Jahangir), c. 1620*'Buke Shohatto' (Military Family Laws), Shogun Tokugawa Iemitsu, 1635*'Description of
the founder of the Dutch East India Company, Pieter van Diem, 1693* Emperor Youngzheng sacrifices agriculture at the altar of God,' Painting of the Ming Dynasty, c. 1723 When you buy a product, you get the same bank in four forms: Microsoft Word (customizable), Examview Bank (customizable) ,
Examview Test (editable) and PDF (not editable). The purpose of this is to make it quick and easy to customize questions according to your category. You will receive a zip file that contains all the forms of the banks. Key words: 2016-2017 AP World History test, Advanced Placement World History,
WHAP multiple choice, revised AP test, stimulus questions, test bank. All questions copyright 2016 Carrie Floyd Cagle. The purchase of the product includes permission to use and edit questions for use in paper unit tests in the classroom and to make one copy of the exam per student. Copyright does not
include the right to use questions for electronic testing, any posting online or sharing with other teachers (purchase an additional license). Also, protect the security of these issues and do not post them online. When teachers do that, the work of other teachers and the test safety of the classroom are
compromised. 9 Questions | Total Companies: 1229 AP English AP Biology AP Calculus AP Chemistry AP Government AP US History Which of the following provides the most accurate description of the Colombian stock exchange? Eropean food for the Western Hemisphere; Diseases of the Western
Hemisphere in Europe; African population in Europe African livestock in the Western Hemisphere; European technology for Africa; Western Hemisphere food for Europe. Western Hemisphere technology for Africa; African food to Europ; Europe's population for New World European technology in Africa;
population of the Western Hemisphere to Africa; African food for western hemisphere African the Western Hemisphere; Western Hemisphere food for Europe and Africa; African and European diseases in the Western Hemisphere Most agricultural workers in the Ottoman Empire were which of the
following countries or regions led the world in cotton fabric production in 1700? Which of the following societies successfully opposed foreign distribution and domination since 1650 in 1850? After the trips to Columbus, most of the people who came to the Western Hemisphere came from one of the
following areas? Which of the following clearly distinguishes the 16th century from the previous period in world history? Establishment of nation states in America Expansion of sugar production in America Interest in the Asian spice trade All the following factors contributed to the significant growth of the
world's population between 1700 and 1800 EXCEPT the decline of epidemic disease The expansion of American food crops The reduction in infant mortality Improved medical care Which of the following was the most important factor in allowing Spaniards to defeat the Aztec Empire? The Spaniards were
able to play bigger breakfasts than the Aztecs. Spain's tolerance of Aztec religion and culture weakened the Aztec resistance. The Spaniards were able to exploit the poverty of the Aztec empire, which provoked a rebellion by Aztec farmers against the Aztec ruling class. The Spaniards were able to form
military alliances with the indigenous peoples of other Aztec enemies. The Spaniards were able to plan effective countermeasures against the cavalry, which made up the majority of the Aztec army. In each one, most of the people were Muslims. Each had a powerful fleet that bound European fleets.
Everyone had developed an effective governance structure. Everyone had peaceful relations with their neighbours. Both gave little financial support to artistic and cultural aspirations. Keep in mind that the AP US History experiment tests you on the depth of your knowledge, not just your ability to
remember facts. While we have given short definitions here, you need to know these terms even more deeply in the AP US History experiment, including how terms combine with broader historical themes and understandings. Federalists: supported a government that could protect their economic position;
These well-organised leaders often had significant political control. Members included George Washington, Benjamin Franklin and Alexander Hamilton. Early political party. See: Anti-Federalists, Alien and Sedition Acts. Thomas Jefferson: Third President. Served from 1801 to 1809. Drafted the
Declaration of Independence. He led the U.S. through the Tripolitanian War and avoided any involvement in the Napoleonic Wars. In some cases, Jefferson complied with the Constitution. while again (as with Louisiana Purchase), he adopted a loose interpretation. For example, he kept many of the
hallmarks of the federalist era intact (such as hamilton's economic system), but his citizenship requirement under the Aliens Act was reduced to five years and abolished excise duty. Electoral College: Name for the group of electors who decide who is president and vice president. Whoever gets a majority
of the vote wins. If no candidate wins a majority, the presidential elections will be thrown into parliament. The Senate elects the vice president. It is possible to win the Electoral College, but lose the voice of the people; This scenario has occurred five times: 1824, 1876, 1888, 2000 and 2016. The Electoral
College was amended by the Twelfth Amendment. Democrat-Republicans: One of the first political parties in the United States. They were against the Federalist Party. They supported the rights of states and supported agriculturalism. Members included Thomas Jefferson, James Monroe and Aaron Burr.
As the party fragmented in an era of good feelings, the faction led by Andrew Jackson became dominant. This faction formed a Democratic Party that still exists. See: Aaron Burr, anti-federalist: Third Vice President (1801–1805). Served in Thomas Jefferson's first term. Killed Alexander Hamilton in an
1804 duel. He was acquitted of treason in 1807 on charges that he conspired with foreign agents to overthrow Spanish power in the southwest of the United States, to establish a new nation of which he was ruler. Alexander Hamilton: Founding Father and co-author of the Federalist Papers. Share the
federalist ticket in the 1800 election, weakening insecist President John Adams so much that Thomas Jefferson won. Vice President Aaron Burr shot him in an 1804 duel. January 10, 2018/in AP World History/by emmacalderwoodTags: ap world history, apwh quiz Need free resources to help you prepare
for the AP World History exam? This complete collection of AP World History training tests provides tons of links to free multiple choice questions, free questions, and even a full-length training test. Learn more about using these resources and links to hundreds of AP World History training questions.
Important note on the recent AP review of world history Due to extensive changes to the AP World History exam in recent years, especially for the 2019-2020 academic year (it is now called world history: modern and focuses exclusively on a much shorter period: 1200 CE to the present day), there are
unfortunately not many updated training resources available for it – official or unofficial. However, beyond the scope of the content to be tested, the form of the experiment itself has remained relatively stable since 2018 So all of them. All. we really need to avoid questions that ask about the period before
1200 CE. With this new, tighter focus on the AP World History course, we can only hope that the test will be much easier than in recent years! We have marked everything you need to know about the use of training resources in light of the test checks. How to use these AP World History Practice
Resources at a basic level, you use the following AP World History resources to get to know the shape and feel of the test and make sure you know the content needed to succeed in the experiment. There are two main classes of training resources available for world history: the Official College Board's
training resources Unofficial training resources Official resources most resemble the actual AP exam (which makes sense because the college board is the one who writes the test!). These primarily help you ensure that you are satisfied with the test format and question style. However, there are many
more unofficial resources. The multiple-choice questions we link come from two main home: textbook websites and study sites. Although these resources are of high quality, they are not quite like the AP test. Some questions are easier and some are much more difficult. Some sections have real/wrong
questions mixed with multiple-choice questions, although the AP test only has multiple-choice questions. Unofficial resources can be very useful in studying, especially learning content, but official resources end up giving you the most accurate feel for what the AP World History test really is like. Below we
go through the official College Board resources for the AP World History exam and how to use them. We will then present the best informal resources. The AP World History Examin's official resources for the AP World History exam are two types of official College Board resources: Multiple-choice
questions Free-response questions Unfortunately, there is no full-length formal practice test for the latest version of the AP World History exam (which begins with the 2020 administration). Despite this, you can use this official exercise test from 2017 to hone your exam skills and get a feel for the format of
the entire exam (which hasn't changed in recent years). To better align the content of this test with the content of the current test, you want to ignore questions related to any period before 1200 CE; However, this means that it no longer works as a full-length exam. In other words, you are basically tearing
up this test on training issues. Keep this in mind! No full-length official AP World History test is available after this training test. But there are some resources that you can use for the exercise questions that we present below. Official AP World History and short answer questions You can use four sources
for official world history multiple choice questions and short answer questions: AP course and exam Description: Includes 15 multiple choice questions and one short answer, all updated for the upcoming 2020 exam. AP Classroom: A new and innovative tool that allows your AP teacher to assign you a lot
of formal training questions for the AP World History exam. 2017-18 AP Course and Exam Description: An older guide that includes a full exercise test with 55 multiple-choice questions and four short answers. The format of this experiment is the same as in the new 2020 test; the only difference is in the
scope of AP World History content (this exam covers thousands of years of history). Please note that this is the same training test as the 2017 exam linked above. 2011-12 AP course and exam Description: An even older AP guide that includes 30 multiple choice questions, but no short answers, since the
exam format was much different at the time. This exam also covers thousands of years more than is currently being tested. With these resources, you can get a feel for the multiple-choice and short-answer parts of the World History Test, or you can compile a training test by combining questions from
different sources (thus, you wouldn't have to practice questions for periods that are no longer tested). If you decide to choose a training test option, wait at least until March so you know enough material so you're not completely frustrated with the amount of material you don't know. Official AP World
History Free-Response questions The AP course and exam description include an up-to-date sample of the document-based question (DBQ) and a lengthy essay prompt. While you don't take a temporary exercise test with new and old course descriptions, as suggested above, I strongly recommend that
you do a timed essay using these questions no later than early April. This gives you enough time to see if you really lack any essential skill areas that you need to patch up before exam day. Otherwise, there are plenty of free answer questions in world history from 2019 and previously on the College
Board website. (Currently, only AP teachers have access to 2020 FRQs). However, in addition to frqs in 2019 and 2018, these are all in an older format. This means that the only questions that are really useful to you are old DBQs - the new long essay is too different from the old essay format to help with
these questions. If you use old DBQs, be sure to write your essays with a new rubric, as the requirements for top score have changed. One major change is, for example, that document groups are no longer needed. I also recommend using a new rubric to categorize your own essays your essays as best
you can – or better yet, get someone else to categorize them! Just like you can. You. While official resources are necessary to get a feel for the experience of the AP World History test, there aren't that many. Therefore, you should supplement the preparation of world history with unofficial resources.
Looking for help studying for an AP exam? Tell us what you are looking for and help us serve you better! Unofficial resources for the AP World History Exam The unofficial resources we found are in two broad categories: study sites and textbook sites. Many of the quizzes on study sites are organized by
AP World History theme and period, and include mixed geographic areas, so these would be good unit evaluation resources throughout the year and will also help when you add your studies to your exam in the spring. Most textbook quizzes are organized by period, so they can be used to check the
manageability of certain historical eras (by geographical area) as you learn about them in class. But, for example, don't do every test on a particular topic when you first learn about it between August and September – save some in March and April to check out (we have 10 different quiz sources, so you'll
have more than enough to practice!). Be sure to practice the elimination process on all multiple choice questions (remove the answers that you know are definitely wrong). Especially if you use textbook sites, questions can have a high level of specificity, and you need to share them by deleting the wrong
answers.  This is a key skill to build on the actual AP exam, as the test questions differ slightly from your teacher's exams and your textbook quiz. You must be ready to break them down using your existing knowledge base. Note: While many of the following websites have yet to update their content to AP
World History : Modern Exam, you can still get a lot of useful practice through them. Just remember to skip any questions or content reviews that deal with historical events that came before 1200 CE. Often the wrong way is much easier to detect than the right way.  AP World History Quizzes from study
sites Without delay here are some links to various free AP World History research resources. First, we will introduce you to some of the best quizzes from the study sites. Soft schools These quizzes are very convenient because they are categorized by theme and period (e.g. This is a particularly large
resource for preparing for the multiple-choice section, which jumps between geographic areas and time periods. Don't forget to miss quizzes that focus only years before 1200 CE, as they are no longer tested in the AP World History: Modern exam. Albert.io Albert.io offers an impressive (and fully
updated!) AP World History: Modern quizzes organized by all current exam themes. The site also assesses the questions as easy, moderate and difficult to give you an idea of how deeply you understand the world history curriculum (if you get a lot of difficult questions right, for example, you will definitely
pay attention!). Global Studies Review Page This website offers detailed multi-choice quizzes organized by geographic area. Since this is not designed for the AP World History test, it should be used as a resource to build your general knowledge of specific areas (which is necessary in the multiple
selection section of world history). In particular, I recommend checking this page if you have a specific geographic area or period of time that you are struggling with. My Max Score Practice Test This is a full-length unofficial AP World History training test in the old format. While it doesn't help much with
the free answer section, it has a pretty great multi-choice question resource. The answer key even has explanations! AP World History textbook reading quizzes Before we get to the links to textbook quizzes, quick advice: if your class textbook isn't here, your book may have online quizzes behind the
paywall, so definitely check this opportunity! But if your textbook is here and your teacher uses these textbook quizzes for class, use other websites so you don't step into your teacher's others. (You don't want to be accused of cheating, even if quizzes are readily available online.) For these links, go to the
textbook chapter with the content you want to study. For some websites, this is quite simple, but for others it is a little more complicated. Here's how to find quizzes like Voyages in World History: This is where you land after clicking on the link. In the drop-down menu, select the number you want to focus
on. In this menu, the numbers are just marked with a number and not a title, so you have to click on them to see their contents. For example, when I click on chapter 14, I see that the chapter focuses on the Mongol rulers of Eurasia and their successors between 1200 and 1600. Click Ace the Test in the
blue sidebar to get to the reading quiz: Now, just click on the ACE training tests to launch the quiz: The quiz opens in a new window (so you may need to turn off pop-up blocker if you have one). Answer! The six textbooks listed below contain 25 to 30 chapters with very detailed multi-choice quizzes, so
there's plenty of research material here. Again, these quizzes are your study resources when you cover different topics in your world history class and can also be used for fine-tuned studies in the spring. Key takeaways: The best in AP's world history because AP AP History was just revised for the 2019-
20 school year, and now it focuses exclusively on the modern age (1200 CE to the present day), there are not so many up-to-date resources available. This primarily affects the content, not the format, of the overall test (the structure has not changed since 2018). There are both official College Board
resources available to help you familiarize yourself with the test format and feel, and unofficial resources to help you learn test content. You need to use a combination of both resource types to succeed in the AP World History: Modern exam! Just remember to save most of the official resources sometime
in March or April when you know most of the material so you don't waste your limited official resources. Good time! What's next? Want to learn more about ap world history research? Here we have a detailed guide to help you plan your studies throughout the school year. AP World History is quite
challenging, but is it the hardest AP category you can take? Get our list of the hardest and easiest AP categories to see how it stacked up. Are you coming to the stisis or the show soon? Not sure when to take the test? Learn the optimal time to take the SAT/ACT. Learn how to crays sat/ACT in just 10
days. One of the most important parts of your university application is which classes you decide to take in high school (along with how well you work in these classes). Our team of PrepScholar selection experts has gathered their knowledge in this individual guide to planning a high school course
schedule. We advise you on how to balance your schedule between regular and credits/AP/IB courses, how to choose out-of-study courses and what hours you can't afford to miss. Take.
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